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Edbak introduces two new models of video display trolleys that meet the industry need for
mobility when using today’s large-sized screens or multiple screens

  

Edbak’s new VCTR195 is a universal XL trolley for all screens from 60” to 95". It can hold up to
120 kg.

  

Measuring 1900 x 1700 x 900mm, this mobile unit comes with a mild steel-powder coating,
stainless steel polished poles, and professional-grade lockable casters.

  

The VCTR195 allows for vertical adjustment of the screen, a critical feature for a trolley that
allows users to wheel their display to wherever it is needed. Cables are managed inside the
pole, allowing the mobile unit to bring a tidy impression.

  

Unlike many other trolleys, the VCTR195 offers a camera holder and lockable storage as well
as its ability to hold 9U and 19” rack AV equipment. A metal shelf included and optional
accessories include a special computer case mounted to the screen back plate or an optional
shelf for power strip. The VCTR195 allows the user to have a premium XL video trolley at a truly
competitive price.
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Edbak’s new VCTR260 is designed to satisfy the growing need of video conferencing users.
The VCTR260 Dual Screen Trolley allows two screens of 50-60” to be used together for a video
conferencing solution. Able to carry up to approximately 120 kg of screens, this mobile unit
measures 2100 x 900 x 1900 mm.

  

The unit is coated with mild steel-powder and comes with stainless steel polished poles. Sturdy,
attractive professional casters are extremely important for trolleys because they ensure mobility
as well as their appearance. These casters are lockable, an important feature in video
conferencing to ensure stability.

  

Where ever you roll the VCTR260, you can always match the audience’s need for visibility by
using its special vertical screen adjustment.

  

Cable management is inside the pole, adding to a professional appearance.

  

Both professional trolley units are available now.

  

Go Edbak&nbsp;VCTR195  and Edbak&nbsp;VCTR260
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